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GREENFIELD — Food businesses make a smorgasbord of products at the Western Massachusetts Food Processing Center,
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The mission is to support local food systems via new business creation. This collaborative
project leverages the experience and user base of the development corporation and the public
event capacity of Greylock WORKS to “Cook Test + Launch” new ideas that support local food
systems.
With grant funds, both will make investments in technology and in strategic upgrades to facilities.
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At the Greenfield facility, funds will be used to build a loading dock to get ingredients and
Cook Test + Launch in Greenfield and North Adams is sharing the grant - managed by
supplies in and products out efficiently and for video conferencing for outreach and education.
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“We have the history of doing a lot of good work with job creation and business development,
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innovation and growth of businesses in the Berkshires and Pioneer Valley, Waite noted.

“Entrepreneurs and innovators are building some of the most promising businesses in
Massachusetts today,” said Senate President Stanley Rosenberg, D-Amherst. “Providing support
The development corporation provides information to help businesses begin and grow and access to capital from various loan for good, community-based companies helps our regional economies and strengthens our
The development corporation provides information to help businesses begin and grow and
statewide economy overall. I’m excited to see what these outstanding grant recipients will now be
pools.
access to capital from various loan pools.
able to do.”
The mission is to support local food systems via new business creation. This collaborative project leverages the experience and
user base of the development corporation and the public event capacity of Greylock WORKS to "Cook Test + Launch" new ideas
that support local food systems.
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